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There are 167 FERMI sources in the 2500 square degree
 SPT field, where 140 of them (~ 84%) have SPT
 counterparts. There are 38 unidentified  FERMI sources,
 where 17 of them (~ 45%) have SPT counterparts. !
!
This work demonstrated the promise of the mm
-wavelengths to identify counterparts to gamma ray
 sources. This will have important implications for
 understanding the resolved gamma ray population as well
 as the diffuse gamma ray background. !
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The preliminary analysis shows that about 95% of all the Fermi sources have SPT counterparts in
 2500 deg2 survey region. SPT provides candidates associated with a large portion of unidentified
 Fermi sources (～45%). !
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Multiwavelength Summary!
!
Combining with published catalogs from  large-area surveys, the initial analysis indicates that the mm
 waveband surveyd with the SPT is more efficient to identify Fermi sources than the Sydney
 University Molonglo Sky Survey (SUMSS) (Mauch et al., 2003) in the radio band (36 cm) and the
 ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS) in x-ray band.  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Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope!
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The Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope (Fermi) has
 surveyed the entire sky at the highest-energy band of the
 electromagnetic spectrum (0.2-300GeV) (Ackermann et al.
 2011). The majority of Fermi sources have counterpart
 identifications from multi-wavelength large-area surveys,
 particularly in the radio and x-ray bands. However, around
 35% of Fermi sources remain unidentified, a problem
 exasperated by the low resolution (~0.5 deg). Counterpart
 localization and characterization of these unidentified
 Fermi sources is one of the biggest challenges in gamma
-ray astronomy. !
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The South Pole Telescope!
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The South Pole Telescope (SPT) is a ten-meter diameter
 telescope optimized and dedicated to observations of the
 Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), the relic radiation
 from the Big Bang. This unique millimeter-wavelength
 (mm) facility has completed a cosmological survey
 covering 2500 square degree of southern sky with
 arcminute resolution and mJy sensitivity at 1.4, 2, and 3
 mm wavelength (Carlstrom et al. 2011). The mm regime is
 the most efficient means to identify unidentified Fermi
 sources, the majority of which are thought to be blazars at
 cosmological distances (Vieira et al. 2010).!
In this work, we cross-match sources from the Fermi and
 SPT surveys to characterize the mm properties of gamma
 ray sources and identify the positions and counterparts to
 previously unidentified Fermi sources. !
Method & Analysis !Method & Analysis !
Figure 1: The plot is the 2500 deg2 SPT field (Story et al. 2013) map. In this region, orange points represent SPT sources; 
red points mark the position of the XX FERMI sources with SPT counterparts； blue points represent the unidentified FERMI 
sources (xx); black points represent the identified FERMI sources(xx). !
Figure 2: Left Panel: The histogram of number density of sources in SPT (mm), SUMSS (radio), and RASS (x-ray) catalogs 
verses separation from Fermi sources. This plot demonstrates that the mm is the most efficient wavelength to identify 
gamma-ray counterparts due to the high correlation between the mm and gamma-ray emission, as well as the relatively low 
density of mm sources on the sky compared to radio and x-ray. Right Panel: Histogram of the probability of false 
associations between SPT, SUMSS, and RASS to the 167 Fermi sources in the SPT field. This plot demonstrates that using 
the mm to identify gamma-ray counterparts is the best. This method (p-value; see, e.g. Biggs et al 2011) takes into account 
the density of sources, the separation, and the fluxes of sources. Thus, the mm-wave counterparts are more secure, and 
have less false associations than x-ray or radio counterparts. !
Figure 3: Flux-flux plot shows the radio flux at 843 MHz from the SUMSS 
survey versus the SPT flux at 2 mm for SPT-selected sources. The Fermi 
sources detected by SPT (red points) are located in the diagonal region, 
indicating that they are flat spectrum radio quasars or blazars.. !
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Figure 4: Left Panel: A sample (SPT003211-5522.4) of SPT counterpart 
(green) in the beam of unidentified Fermi source (yellow) associated with 
Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) sources (blue). Right Panel: A 
sample of SUMSS counterpart (magenta) in the beam of unidentified Fermi 
source (yellow) associated with Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) 
sources (blue). !
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